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THULE AION CARRY ON SPINNER

Thule Aion Carry On Spinner
TARS122
Meant for a mixture of travels, this carry on is made with 
a durable 100% recycled waxed canvas and features a 
multi-purpose compression packing cube. 

1. Made with bluesign® approved, 100% recycled polyester fabrics, a 
waxed canvas with a PFC free durable water-resistant coating 

2. Removable compression packing cube holds clothes securely in 
place, can be used as a day bag or to separate dirty clothes, and 
is TPU lined, making it easy to clean 

3. Oversized rear wheels effortlessly glide over rough terrain, and 
smaller, recessed front wheels increase interior space

4. Smooth and easy pull due to the patented V-tubing telescoping 
handle

5. The front pocket allows you to stash your jacket while on the go 

6. Zippered exterior pocket provides quick access to keys, wallet, 
and smaller items

7. Interior mesh pocket divides the main compartment to keep 
items separated during travel

8. Durable exoskeleton with a 50% recycled polycarbonate back 
panel helps the bag to absorb the impact of travel

9. Exterior zipper sliders can be locked together for added security 
(locks sold separately)

10. Complies with carry on requirements for most airlines

MODEL NUMBER UPC / EAN CODE COLOR

3204719 085854252034  Black

3204720 085854252041  Nutria

REPLACES AVAILABLE DATE CATEGORY
New February 1, 2022 Luggage & Duffels

EXTERNAL DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
14.0 x 9.0 x 21.5 in 35.0 x 23.0 x 55.0 cm

INTERNAL DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
N/A N/A

IN-PACKAGING DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
14.0 x 9.0 x 21.5 in 35.0 x 23.0 x 55.0 cm

PRODUCT WEIGHT PRODUCT VOLUME
7.16lb / 3.25kg 2136 cu.in. / 35L

PACKAGING TYPE PRODUCT MATERIALS
Hangtag 100% recycled bluesign® approved waxed P600 

Polyester Canvas / 100% recycled  bluesign® approved 
150D polyester / 50% recycled polycarbonate back 
panel

MASTER CARTON QTYMASTER CARTON WEIGHT
1 9.22 lb / 4.18 kg

MASTER CARTON DIMS
15.0 x 10.4 x 23.2 in 38.0 x 26.5 x 59.0 cm

MASTER CARTON VOLUME
2.10 cu ft 0.0594 CBM

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN WARRANTY POLY BAG
Vietnam 5 Years Single
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